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THE THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING 
The thirty-third annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Asso-
ciation was held Saturday, April 20, 1963, at Furman University, Greenville, 
South Carolina. About sixty members and guests attended the program. 
The James B. Duke Library was the site of the registration and coffee 
hour. The morning session was held in the Bradshaw wing of the Library; 
it consisted of an address of welcome to the Association by George C. Chris-
tenben-y and papers by Charles W. Joyner, Lancaster Branch, University 
of South Carolina, "Ernest Hemingway's Retreat from Pacifism," and by 
Florence Janson Sherriff, Columbia College, "The Saltz burgers and Purrys-
burg." A discussion period followed the reading of the papers. 
Luncheon was held in the Faculty Dining Room of the University Din-
ing Hall. It was followed by a brief business session at which the Secretary-
Treasurer submitted his reports which were approved with one correction 
( the typographical error "1961" changed to "1962" under expenses of the 
thirty-second annual meeting). Other business included the acceptances by 
the Association of an invitation to hold the 1964 annual meeting at the 
University of South Carolina and a report from the Executive Committee 
nominating this slate of officers for 1963-1964: 
President: Albeit N. Sanders, Furman University 
Vice-President: Robert S. Lambert, Clemson College 
Secretary-Treasurer: Robert C. Tucker, Furman University 
The report was accepted without dissent. President Beckwith announced 
that the Executive Committee had reelected George C. Rogers, Jr., Univer-
sity of South Carolina, to be Editor of the 1963 Proceedings. President 
Beckwith reminded the members of the Conference on Preservation to be 
held in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Daniel W. Hollis, a member of 
the South Carolina Confederate War Centennial Commission, announced 
that the Commission was sponsoring a contest for a prize of $500.00 for 
the best essay on "Manufacturing in South Carolina, 1861-1865." 
The afternoon session was held in the Bradshaw wing, James B. Duke 
Library, and it provided two papers: Joseph Wightman, Erskine College, 
"The Rearmament Issue in the British General Election, 1935" and John 
Hammond Moore, Winthrop College, "South Carolina's Reaction to the 
Photoplay Birth of a Nation." At 5:30 President and Mrs. John Laney Plyler 
of Furman University entertained members and guests at a reception in 
the Parlors, Women's Residence Halls. 
At the banquet session, Trustees Dining Room, University Dining Hall, 
an able address was presented by Harry Griffiths Pitt, Visiting Professor, 
University of South Carolina, "Interrelationships of Politics and University 
Life in Eighteenth Century England." President Beckwith expressed the 
appreciation of the Association to Professor Pitt for his paper and to Furman 
University for its hospitality, and she then adjourned the meeting. 
RESOLUTION ADOPTED APRIL 20, 1963 
Whereas, Robert S. Lambert has served the South Carolina Historical 
Association faithfully and well as Secretary-Treasurnr for five years, and 
Whereas, he is leaving this position, 
Be it resolved therefore, that the South Carolina Historical Association 
in business session assembled express to Dr. Lambert their sincere apprecia-
tion for his service, and that a copy of this resolution be sent to Dr. Lam-
bert and be published in the Proceedings of the Association. 
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S RETREAT FROM PACIFISM 
CHARLES W. JOYNER 
Toe writings of Ernest Hemingway mirror the thought processes of 
many Americans during the two decades between the world wars, the often 
painful evolution from militant pacifism, through agonizing uncertainty, 
to the firm conviction that the individual must act in the face of evil. War 
had been debunked of its glamour and romance, and Americans had been 
convinced that America must stay out of future wars.1 Toe revelations of 
the Nye Committee ( 1934-1936) convinced thousands of Americans that 
the United States had been pushed into World War I by greedy business-
men and turned a country already strongly opposed to war to a cynicism 
about all wars. 2 The rise of Fascism in Germany and Italy during the period 
plunged Americans into a dilemma. It was not easy to throw over the con-
victions of a life-time, and isolationism was at its peak.8 Toe world seemed 
to be appeasing Hitler, hobnobbing with Mussolini, selling scrap iron to 
Japan, and maintaining a dubious embargo on shipments to either side 
during the Spanish Civil War.4 But the nagging and growing fear that 
Fascism would spread, especially after Hitler began his ruthless persecu-
tion of German Jewry,11 persuaded Americans that there was a demonic 
force loose in the world, a satanic power that would not be content to 
remain forever overseas. 6 
Despite Ernest Hemingway's obsession with armed conflict, the aura 
of pacifism permeated much of his work, but it was an apolitical, indepen-
dent pacifism, exemplified by his relentless depiction of the senselessness 
and brutality of war.7 Hemingway's pacifism may be accounted for partly 
1 Merle Curti, Peace or War: The American Struggle, 1636-1936, New York, 1936, 
pp. 273f.; Robert H. Ferrell, Peace in Their Time: The Origins of the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact, New Haven, 1952, pp. 13-32. 
• Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform From Bryan to F.D.R., New York, 1960, 
p. 72; Eric F. Goldman, Rendezvous With Destiny: A History of Modern America11 
Reform, New York, 1959, pp. 292-293; Encyclopedia of American History, ed. Richard 
B. Morris, New York, 1961, pp. 328, 358. 
• Henry Steele Commager, The American Mind: An Interpretation of American 
Thought and Character Since the 1880's, New Haven, 1959, pp. 433-434; Selig Adler, 
The Isolationist Impulse: Its Twentieth Century Reaction, New York, 1957; Frederick 
Lewis Allen, Since Yesterday, New York, 1961, pp. 176-178. 
• Ibid., p. 197; William L. Langer and S. Everett Gleason, The Challenge to Iso-
lation, 1937-1940, New York, 1952.· 
• William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich: A History of Nazi Ger-
many, New York, 1961, pp. 203, 209, 215-236, 260, 279-308. 
• Langer and Gleason, op. cit.; Richard Hofstadter, Great Issues ln American History, 
A Documentary Record, New York, 1959, II, 383-399; Goldman, op. cit., pp. 294-297. 
• Alfred Kazin, On Native Grounds: An Interpretation of Modem American Prose 
Literature, New York, p. 255; W. M. Frohock, The Novel of Violence in America, 1920-
1950, Dallas, 1950, pp. 166-198. 
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by his his fatalistic view of life. 8 The influence of the deterministic natural-
ists upon Hemingway's thought9 was suggested in A Farewell to Arms: 
You did not know what it was about. You never had time to learn. They 
threw you in and told you the rules and the first time they caught you off 
base they killed you .... 10 If people bring so much courage to this world 
the world has to kill them to break them, so of course it kills them. . . . It 
kills the very good and the very gentle and the very brave impartially. If 
you are none of these you can be sure it will kill you, too, but there will 
be no special hurry.11 
Both The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms were studies of the 
disengagement of the Hemingway hero and of his attempt to discover a 
way of life which would satisfy some code of his own. The Hemingway 
hero seems to be an organic, developing entity.12 The similarities between 
Nick Adams, Jake Barnes, Frederic Henry, Harry Morgan, and Robert 
Jordan are revealing: fatalism, avoidance of self-pity, emotional strain, 
the struggle to hold on, ritual and ironic humor used as a catharsis, and a 
sort of mystic understanding with others of extreme experiences.13 Nick, 
Jake, Fred, Harry, and Robert seem to be the same character in different 
stages of development. 
They are further united by Hemingway's symbol for the experience of 
warfare: the wound, foreshadowed by Nick Adams' wounding by machine 
gun fire in In Our Time. The wound that emasculated Jake Barnes went 
deeper than flesh; it cripped him emotionally. Frederic Henry's wound had 
emotional repercussions in his disengagement from society. He made a 
separate peace and "opted out," not only from the war, but from the world. 
Harry Morgan lost an arm and was also wounded economically by society. 
Robert Jordan's wound was psychological, but no less debilitating: the 
cowardice of his father's suicide by the pistol his grandfather had carried 
in the Civil War.14 
The mists of legend surrounding Hemingway's career suggest that his 
hero is autobiographical, for he wrote almost exclusively of what he had 
• Edmund Wilson, The Shores of Light: A Literary Chronicle of the Twenties and 
Thirties, New York, 1961, pp. 344, 620; Stewart Sanderson, Ernest Hemingway, New 
York, 1961, p. 41. 
• Leicester Hemingway, "My Brother, Ernest Hemingway: An Intimate and Personal 
Biography of the Writer as Man and Artist," Playboy, VIII, 58; Willard Thorp, Ameri-
can Writing in the Twentieth Century, Cambridge, 1960, pp. 186-188. 
10 Ernest Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms, New York, 1959, p. 272. 
11 Ibid., p. 206. 
10 J. Kashkeen, "Ernest Hemingway: A tragedy of Craftmanship," in John K. M. 
McCaffery, Ernest Hemingway: The Man and His Work, New York, 1962, pp. 64-65, 72. 
•• Kazin, op. cit., p. 253; Sanderson, op. cit., p. 21. 
" Ibid., p. 33. 
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personally felt and seen. Thus his hero may be considered an extension 
of his personality in his attitudes and in his reactions.15 
A J.!.teral reading of Hemingway's epigraphs suggests that he intended 
his tragic hero as a metaphor for man.16 You are all a lost generation, he 
asserts, and admonishes the reader not to ask for whom the bell tolls-"It 
tolls for thee."17 In this sense, then, the hero's disengagement appears to 
be a symbol for the isolationist, pacifist sentiment which prevailed in the 
1920's and much of the 1930's, induced by society's moral wound in the 
First World War. 
Hemingway's first book, In Our Time, appeared in 1925. The title was 
ironic in view of the volume's preoccupation with killing, wounding, suicide, 
and sexual maladjustment. It referred to the old prayer, "Give us peace in 
our time, 0 Lord." In Om· Time is a collection of short stories, interspersed 
with italicized vignettes, about half of which deal with Nick Adams.18 The 
wound symbol, an ingredient which would permeate Hemingway's work for 
the next twenty-five years, was first used in the vignette describing Nick 
Adams' disengagement from the war: 
Nick sat against the wall of the church where they had dragged him to be 
clear of the machine-gun fire in the street. Both legs stuck out very awk-
wardly. He had been hit in the spine. . . . Two Austrian dead lay in the 
mbble in the shade of the house. Up the street were other dead .... 
Stretcher bearers would be along any time now. Nick turned his head 
carefully and looked at Rinaldi. ... "You and me we've made a separate 
peace." Rinaldi lay still in the sun breathing with difficulty. "Not pa-
triots."19 
Hemingway's later work, particularly The Sun Also Rises, throws a great 
deal of light on one of the stories in In Our Time, "Big Two-hearted River." 
Nick Adams, like Jake Barnes, has been wounded physically, emotionally, 
and spiritually. Only by an understanding of the implications of the psychic 
wound can "Big Two-hearted River" be understood. Nick's fishing trip is 
therapeutic, an attempt to "leave everything behind, the need for thinking, 
the need to write, other needs. It was all back of him .... Nothing could 
touch him. It was a good place to camp. He was there, in the good place."20 
Like a sick animal, he seeks his recovery in solitude.21 Here again the iso-
lationist implications of Hemingway's pacifism are evident. 
1
• Leicester Hemingway, op. cit., pp. 65-66. 
1
• Kashkeen, op. cit., p. 68. 
17 Wilson, op. cit., pp. 343-344; Kazin, op. cit., p. 259; Thorp, op. cit., p. 192. 
1
• Ibid., pp. 190-191. 
19 Ernest Hemingway, The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway, New York, 1953, 
p. 139. 
20 Ibid., pp. 210-215. 
" Sanderson, op. cit., p. 28. 
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The Sun Also Rises, published in 1926, is a larger study of the attempt of 
an individual to recover from the psychic effects of his war wounds. It is 
a lonely struggle, fought in a disengagement from society. The parallel with 
America's attempt to "return to Normalcy" through isolationism is obvious. 
Jake Barnes' struggle mirrors in microcosm the struggle of the world with 
its psychic wounds.22 "The Catholic Church had an awfully good way of 
handling all that," he muses. "Good advice, anyway. Not to think about it. 
Oh, it was swell advice. Try and take it sometime. Try and take it."23 And 
the world was trying to take it. The world was on a great big binge. The 
world tried to dissolve the memory of ideals shot away in the war in a gin 
glass of prosperity and reckless desperation. "My head started to work. The 
old grievance. Well, it was a rotten way to be wounded, and flying on a 
joke front like the Italian."24 Granules of memory remained undissolved in 
the subconscious, granules which had a disconcerting habit of floating to 
the surface too often for comfortable intoxication. 
"I thought I had paid for everything. Not like the woman pays and pays 
and pays. No idea of retribution or punishment. Just exchange of values. 
You gave up something and got something else.''25 And had the war not 
been fought to end all wars? Had the wounds not been the price for making 
the world safe for democracy? Neither Jake Barnes nor the world could 
boast of value received. "Enjoying living was learning to get your money's 
worth and knowing when you'd had it.''26 But they could no longer believe 
you could get your money's worth from war; they could no longer believe 
the world was a good place to buy in. They would not make such a pay-
ment again. Their sole concern was existence in a world which had short-
changed them. "I did not care what it was all about. All I wanted to know 
was how to live in it. Maybe if you found out how to live in it you learned 
from that what it was all about.''27 This desperate story, with its despairing 
end, was saved from complete pessimism by the emergence of the Heming-
way code, a code of honesty and compassion, but above all of courage and 
disengagement. 28 
Hemingway's next novel, A Farewell to Arms, which came out in 1929, 
shows how the hero's psychic wound is received29 and depicts Frederic 
•• Ernest Berry Burgum, "Ernest Hemingway and the Psychology of the Lost Gen-
eration," in McCaffery, op. cit., pp. 280-286. 
•• Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises, New York, 1930, p. 31. 
"'Ibid. 
•• Ibid., p. 148. 
•• Ibid. 
•• Ibid. 
•• Robert E. Spiller, The Cycle of American Literature: An Essay in Historical Crit-
icism, New York, 1961, pp. 204-205. 
•• Thorp, op. cit., p. 193; Burgum, op. cit., p. 277. 
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Henry and Catherine March attempting to remove themselves from the 
larger world into a smaller one encompassed by each other's arms.30 The 
symbol of disengagement for isolation is again striking. Hemingway divided 
the book into the traditional five acts of the tragedy. Act I introduces the 
war and the major characters. Frederic casually seduces Catherine, and 
later is wounded severely back at the front.3 1 In Act II, Frederic and 
Catherine fall in love as he recuperates in a military hospital where she 
is a nurse. 32 Act III finds the hero, disgusted with war after the retreat from 
Caporetto, making a separate peace as Nick Adams had done earlier.s3 In 
Act IV, he is reunited with his now pregnant sweetheart. Together they 
effect their retreat by escaping to neutral Switzerland.34 Act V leaves Fred-
eric doubly wounded, physically and psychologically, after Catherine's 
death in childbirth.35 The hero has made his payment, and is completely 
alone.36 
The theme of isolationism still dominated Hemingway's outlook in 
1935,37 when he wrote, in Green Hills of Africa: "If you serve time for so-
ciety, democracy, and the other things quite young, and declining any other 
enlistment make yourself responsible only to yourself, you exchange the 
pleasant, comforting stench of comrades for something you can never feel 
in any other way than by yourself ."as 
But the depression in the United States, revolutions in Spain and Cuba, 
the growth of Fascism in Italy and Germany, all of which Hemingway 
had personally observed, portended another war for democracy. These 
thunderclaps of unrest unsettled the thought-processes of thousands who 
had hitherto found comfort in disengagement. Even to so celebrated an 
individualist as Ernest Hemingway, a society which was no more than a 
loose conglomeration of individuals was obviously incapable of coping 
with the grim specter of Fascist totalitarianism.39 
•• Spiller, op. cit., p. 206. 
11 Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms, pp. 1-66. 
12 Ibid., pp. 66-133. 
11 Ibid., pp. 133-195. 
"' Ibid., pp. 195-238. 
'"Ibid., pp. 238-277. 
•• Kashkeen, op. cit., pp. 65-66; Delmore Schwartz, "Ernest Hemingway's Literary 
Situation," in McCaffery, op. cit., p. 104; Sanderson, op. cit., pp. 52-53. 
87 Maxwell Geismar, Writers in Crisis: The American Novel: 1925-1940, London, 
1947, pp. 47-49. 
•• Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, New York, 1935, p. 100. 
80 Walter P. Rideout, The Radical Novel in the United States, Cambridge, 1956, 
pp. 225-254; Daniel Aaron, Writers on the Left: Episodes in American Literary Com-
munism, New York, 1961. 
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His next novel, To Have and Have Not, published in 1937, was forged 
from the themes of economic injustice and revolution.40 The world has 
gone bad on Harry Morgan. A self-reliant individual who has been finan-
cially betrayed by the depression's economic collapse,41 he turns to smug-
gling and loses an arm in a gunfight with customs officials. 
Look at me. I used to make thirty-five dollars a day right through the sea-
son taking people out fishing. Now I get shot and lose an arm, and my 
boat, running a lousy load of liquor that's worth hardly as much as my 
boat. But let me tell you, my kids ain't going to have their bellies hurt 
and I ain't going to dig sewers for the government for less money than 
will feed them. I can't dig now anyway. I don't know who made the laws 
but I know there ain't no law that you got to go hungry .... I ain't no 
radical. ... I'm sore. I been sore a long time.4 2 
Unemployment and poverty have made such phrases as "individual initia-
tive" and "individual rights" seem like a sick joke to Harry Morgan. 
Morgan's dying words in the bullet-riddled launch, where he had been 
found by the Coast Guard with three dead Cuban revolutionaries, illustrate 
the lesson which the Hemingway hero has so painfully learned: "No matter 
how a man alone ain't got no bloody ... chance."43 The failure of disen-
gagement had been an agonizing lesson for Ernest Hemingway and Harry 
Morgan. Hemingway felt deeply about the inadequacy of the individual's 
chance in a world menaced by the twin totalitarianisms of Fascism and 
Communism, but he maintained the independence of his own radicalism:14 
The experience of the Spanish Civil War brought forth in Hemingway 
for the first time a liberating impulse toward the treacheries and cruelties 
which he saw in life. This liberating impulse was poured passionately into 
his 1940 novel, For Whom the Bell Tolls. His sympathies were sh·ongly with 
the people of the Spanish republic in their heroic struggle for freedom, but 
his support of the Left must be attributed to hatred of Fascism, not sym-
pathy with Communism. 45 Even revolutions against evil tend to corrupt 
the committed. This moral position is debated at length by his hero, 
Robert Jordan. 
In prose pungently evocative of onions and red wine, in sharply focused 
imagery, in penetrating x-rays of innermost anguish, the novelist's camera-
eye magnifies his picture beyond the tightly-organized traditional unities of 
time, place, and person to epic, but unsprawling, proportions. The issues 
•• Kazin, op. cit., pp. 261-262. 
"Elliot Paul, "Hemingway and the Critics," in McCaffery, op. cit., pp. 96-97. 
•• Ernest Hemingway, To Have and Have Not, New York, 1937, pp. 96-97. 
'" Ibid., p. 224. 
"Edgar Johnson, "Farewell the Separate Peace," in McCaffery, op. cit., pp. 113-125; 
Kazin, op. cit., p. 262. 
•• Joseph L. Blotner, The Political Novel, Garden City, 1955, p. 15. 
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inherent in politically-motivated action are often symbolized in the stark 
contrast of sinister blacks and angelic whites, but Hemingway's broad 
humanitarianism was represented in richly toned gradations of gray. His 
hero, a young Spanish instructor from Montana, fighting as a volunteer 
with the Spanish loyalists, commits himself but with certain intellectual 
reservations. While he accepts Communist discipline as "the soundest and 
sanest for the prosecution of the war,"46 he is shocked by Communist cyni-
cism. He is fighting for freedom, not working for the dictatorship of the 
proletariat.47 In For Whom The Bell Tolls Hemingway was speaking not 
only for Robert Jordan, but for himself and his generation.48 "Nobody 
owned his mind, nor his faculties for seeing and hearing," he wrote of J or-
dan, "and if he were going to form judgements, he would form them after-
wards."49 
What Hemingway had learned, what judgements he had formed as he 
witnessed the struggle of the Spanish people, he put into his book, as if 
by expressing them he could purge the memory of the senseless brutality 
he had seen. 50 But he had also seen that there were things worth fighting 
for. Frederic Henry had disengaged himself from such abstractions as honor 
or courage, but the bell has tolled for Robert Jordan, the culmination of the 
Hemingway hero's long odyssey through war, disillusionment, disengage-
ment, and depression. There are ideals worth fighting for, and Robert 
Jordan will not joke about them. Unlike Frederic Henry, he knows what 
he is fighting for. Dying alone, yet dying for others, he muses on the mean-
ing of his life: "I have fought for what I believed in for a year now. If we 
win here we will win everywhere. The world is a fine place and worth the 
fighting for and I hate very much to leave it. . . . I wish there was some 
way to pass on what I've learned, though."51 The Hemingway hero was 
no longer separate from society. He is making his payment for a better 
world. Jordan's mind, more mature and sophisticated than his predecessors', 
knows the payment is insufficient, that others must pay too; and he wishes 
he could pass on to them what he has learned. But he is willing to give all 
he has, and he does not feel shortchanged. 52 
Ernest Hemingway's own participation in life had enabled him to give 
vivid literary reality to the most profound experiences of his times: the 
tragic destruction of ideals in brutal warfare, the alienation of the individual 
•• Ernest Hemingway, For Whom The Bell Tolls, New York, 1945, p. 163. 
" Blotner, op. cit., p. 15. 
•• Geismar, op. cit., pp. 79-85; Kazin, op. cit., pp. 263-265. 
"Hemingway, For Whom The Bell Tolls, p. 136. 
•• Thorp, op. cit., pp. 194-195. 
51 Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls, p. 467. 
0 Spiller, op. cit., pp. 206-207. 
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from his fellow human beings, the collective experience of oppression, and 
the reunification of the individual with mankind, dimly aware that the 
cycle might be starting again. 03 Perhaps the next Lost Generation might 
be the Last Generation, but the alternative was to surrender. Mankind 
must close ranks against injustice or disintegrate. A little over a year later, 
American isolationism was blown to bits with the Pacific fleet at Pearl 
Harbor. 
•• Edmund Wilson, "Hemingway: Gauge of Morale," in McCaffery, op. cit., pp. 212-
231. 
THE SALTZBURGERS AND PURRYSBURG 
FLORENCE JANSON SHERRIFF 
The devastation of the Yamassee Indian war practically wiped out the 
plantations and settlements along the lower Savannah River and at Port 
Royal in 1715-1716. Then the governors of South Carolina began to plan 
military settlements for the defense of the southern and south-western 
frontiers of the colony. This planning came at a time of conflict between 
the proprietors and the colonists over the indebtedness incurred during the 
Indian war, and the desire of the settlers to be under the crown instead of 
indifferent proprietors. The Spanish threat of invasion from St. Augustine 
had been there since the founding of Charles Town. Now added to this 
was the threat of French expansion from the Mississippi with the founding 
of New Orleans and Mobile, but more so with the establishment of Fort 
Toulouse on the Alabama River.1 Not until 1729 did South Carolina finally 
become a royal colony.2 
The first royal governor, was Robert Johnson, the son of a former gov-
ernor, Sir Nathaniel Johnson, who had himself served briefly under the 
proprietors. Governor Robert Johnson was whole-heartedly in favor of the 
plan to establish a series of eleven townships across the frontiers of South 
Carolina to be peopled by white colonists from Europe and the British 
Isles, three on the Savannah River. This appealed to a professional col-
onizer, Jean Pierre Purry of Neufchatel, Switzerland, who appeared in 
Charles Town in 1724 to take advantage of the need.3 He had had experi-
ence in serving the Dutch East India Company in Java, where for a while 
he had owned a plantation. Impressed by the colony of South Africa he 
had written propaganda literature in behalf of settlements there. He was 
especially impressed with the wonderful climate on the thirty-third degree 
of latitude, the situation of South Carolina. During his visit to Charles 
Town in 1724, Purry prepared a Memorial, which was dedicated to the 
Duke of Newcastle and published in London in English and French edi-
tions, lauding the climate of South Carolina and the opportunities of settle-
ment there. He proposed to settle 600 Swiss, to be organized under his 
1 Verner W. Crane, The Southern Frontier, 1670-1732, Durham, 1928, pp. 162f. 
• Ibid., p. 292. 
• J. P. Purry, A Method for Determining the Best Climate of the Earth, London, 
1744, cited by Crane, op. cit., pp. 283f. On a page of the advertisement in this transla-
tion, which is from the French of J. P. Purry, Memoir sur le Pais Cafres, Amsterdam, 
1718, is a biography of Purry that states that he had been connected with the Dutch 
East India Company and had owned a plantation in Java. Most authors who mention 
Purry, including Edward McCrady, state that Purry had been a former director-general 
of the French East India Company. Edward McCrady, History of South Carolina under 
the Royal Government, 1719-1776, New York, 1899, p. 123. 
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command as a regiment.4 Switzerland had always suffered from over-popu-
lation and had solved her problem by producing professional soldiers for 
the wars of Europe. But, since the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, there had 
been a period of peace and unemployment for the Swiss. Purry's Memorial 
was handed to the Board of Trade, which in turn passed it on to the pro-
prietors of South Carolina. At first the proprietors agreed to the transporta-
tion of 600 Swiss to South Carolina in 1725, but later changed their mind 
and nothing came of the plan. Purry had already started to recruit his 
settlers in Switzerland, some of whom were left stranded.3 
It was not until the first royal governor, Robert Johnson, was appointed 
that Purry's settlement on the Savannah river materialized. On June 10, 
1730, the Board of Trade submitted to the Privy Council the township plan 
of colonization, which was approved in September.6 Then by an act of the 
General Assembly of South Carolina, an appropriation of £5,000 current 
money of the province ( £715 sterling), from the taxes received from the 
importation of slaves, was to be applied for the selection and the surveying 
of the townships and for the purchasing of tools, provisions, and other 
necessities for "the poor Protestants" desiring to settle.7 
In May 1731 Purry was back in Charles Town. On May 6, Governor 
Johnson recommended to the General Assembly that Colonel Purry be 
allowed £130 current money for his expenses to the Savannah River to 
select a place of settlement. 8 The colonel was to bring settlers to form a 
Swiss regiment. Two days later he was given £150, and a letter was sent to 
Captain Evans at the Palachacola Fort on the Savannah River asking him 
to meet Colonel Purry at Port Royal to aid him in selecting a location. His 
choice was the "Great Yamassee Bluff" on the river, a region uninhabited 
since the withdrawal of Emperor Brims and the Yamassee Indians to 
Coweta on the Chattahoochee River. Purry marked a tree in the middle of 
the square for the town.9 According to Governor Johnson's directions in 
addition to the township square of 2,000 acres there was to be a circuit 
from the square of six miles in all directions to be reserved for future 
settlers. On September 1, 1731, the governor issued a proclamation for-
bidding any one from procuring grants in this region. There, were, how-
• Crane, op. cit., p. 284. In 1880 C. C. Jones translated into English and published 
in Columbia, S. C., Jean Pierre Purry's Memorial to the Duke of Newcastle, which had 
been originally published at Avignon in 1724. A copy can be found in the Caroliniana 
Library, The University of South Carolina, Columbia. 
• Crane, op. cit., p. 286. 
• Ibid., p. 293. 
• Henry A. M. Smith, "Purrysburgh," South Carolina Historical and Genealogical 
Magazine, X (1909), 190-198. 
• Ibid., p. 191. 
'Ibid., p. 190. 
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ever, attempts to encroach on the grant later, including an attempt by the 
governor. 
Purry returned to Europe to arrange for transportation to his colony. 
Before he left, the South Carolina Assembly voted him £600 for every 100 
effective settlers (men) that he imported. Purry also drafted another prop-
aganda pamphlet (proposal) to encourage Swiss Protestants to accompany 
him to Carolina.10 The pamphlet was published in London in 1731. It was 
for two kinds of immigrants, those who paid their own way and those who 
came as indentured servants. The first group was to have at least 50 crowns, 
for the passage would cost from 20 to 25 crowns. The indentured servants 
were required to give three years of service for their passage, and other 
expenses accumulated on board must be paid for from their wages. Purrys-
burg was advertised as the best place in Carolina. 
The first ship-load arrived in the Peter and James, Captain Joseph Corn-
ish, on November 1, 1732-61 men, women, and children. Purry was not on 
this ship, but his friend and co-worker, James Richards, led the group. 
Richards was made major and captain of the regiment. On October 9, 1732, 
the South Carolina Council had anticipated their arrival and had ordered 
Colonel Parris to provide for the necessary tools, as agreed to by the Gen-
eral Assembly, for the Swiss expected from Europe. He was also to have 
"perriagers," to transport them to "Purreesbourg" on the Savannah River 
and three months provisions for each of the 150 people.11 On the same day 
the Council ordered for Major James Richard six small cannon to be picked 
up at Port Royal as well as more tools and nails. 
In the meantime George II had decided to separate Georgia from South 
Carolina and had placed the new province of Georgia under a Board of 
Trustees. Before the first boat-load of Swiss settlers sailed for South Caro-
lina, Purry, the minister Bingio, and several of the elders of the Swiss Pro-
testants were invited to attend a meeting of the Board of Trustees for 
Georgia in London on July 22, 1732. The Trustees presented the Reverend 
Bingio with a "library of books" for himself and his successors at Punys-
burg, true to the custom that had been originated by Dr. Bray and his asso-
ciates. The minister was also given a "handsome sum of money" as a gift 
from the Trustees for the "refreshment of the sick" on their voyage across 
the sea.12 Purry remained for a while in London to arrange for two more 
10 Jean Pierre Purry, "Proposals ... for Encouragement of Such Swiss Protestants 
as Should Agree to Accompany Him to Carolina . . . and a Description of the Province 
of South Carolina," Charlestown, 1731, in B. R. Carroll, Historical Collections of South 
Carolina, New York, 1836, II, 121£. 
11 Smith, op. cit., p. 194. Meriwether mentions 25 persons from Saltzburg with the 
first settlers in Purrysburg, but this is probably an error. Robert L. Meriwether, The 
Expansion of South Carolina, 1729-1765, Kingsport, 1940, p. 36. 
12 Smith, op. cit., pp. 193-194. 
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ships, while the minister accompanied James Richard on the Peter and 
James. 
Two other ships arrived in Charles Town in December within two 
days of each other under the control of Purry. The Shoreham with Captain 
John Edwards had 41 Swiss, counting men, women, and children. The 
Purrysburgh with Captain Joseph Fry arrived on December 15, 1732, with 
49 Swiss. The total of immigrants from Switzerland to go to Purrysburg 
totaled 152 in 1732.13 The governor was disappointed that Purry had not 
fulfilled his contract to bring 300 able-bodied men. Many were men in their 
forties with large families of six or seven children.14 Furry returned to 
London in the fall of 1733 to recruit more settlers. 1bere in December 1733 
he met and spoke with the first Saltzburgers to sail on his ship, the Purrys-
burg. Furry told them that their nearest neighbors would be his settlement 
at Furrysburg and hoped that Boltzius, the pastor of the Saltzburgers, 
would preach there sometime.15 A contract between Furry and Oglethorpe 
reveals a deal by which Furry was to transport the Saltzburgers to Savan-
nah in return for 20,000 acres of land in South Carolina, belonging to 
Oglethorpe.16 
More ships sailed for Savannah with Swiss immigrants for Furrysburg 
in 1734. In November 1734 the ship, the Simmons, under Captain Comish 
brought 260 Protestant Swiss to Savannah, including a new minister for 
Furrysburg, Pastor Chiffele, who had been ordained in the Anglican church 
in London before sailing. The former rector had moved to St. James, Santee. 
Both of these clergymen had been ordained in the Anglican Church, prob-
ably so they could receive their salaries from the colony of South Carolina, 
in which the Anglican church had been established. Chiffele's petition to 
the Commons House of Assembly for his salary, however, was refused until 
the town of Purrysburg should be erected as a parish, but he was given · 
£100 sterling for his traveling expenses to Purrsyburg.17 Among another 
group of one hundred immigrants were forty persons of the persecuted 
Protestants of the Piedmont ( Waldensians), probably destined for the 
development of the silk industry. A collection had been taken for them in 
18 Ibid., p. 192. 
u Ibid., p. 209. Among the first arrivals was a Theobald Kuffer ( perhaps Kiefer) 
with a wife and seven children. They early identified themselves with ·the Saltzblirgers 
at Ebenezer and their children were educated there. 
11 Johann Martin Boltzius and Israel Christian Gronau, "Diary," Urlsperger Tracts 
(Ausfilhrliche Nachrichten von den Saltzburgischen Emigranten die sich in Amerika 
Niedergelassen haben), ed. Samuel Urlsperger, Halle, 1735, I, 45. Samuel Urlsperger 
was senior pastor in the Church of St. Anne, Augsburg. These tracts have been trans-
lated from the German by Florence Janson Sherriff. 
18 A written contract in French (with English duplicate), to be found in the manu-
scripts of the De Renne Library, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. 
17 Smith, op. cit., p. 201. 
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London to which Oglethorpe contributed £40 sterling, and others including 
the Due de Montague increased the amount. On April 25, 1735, another 
ship-load of 200 Swiss arrived for Purrysburg. The king had given them 
£1,200 sterling from his own purse, to be used for the defense of the 
colony.18 By 1735 there were 100 dwellings in Punysburg and the colonists 
had been allotted their pieces of land. There were town lots for Jean Pierre 
Purry and for his two sons, Charles and John Rodolph. John Frederick 
Holzendorf from Brandenburg came with two servants and necessary tools 
and was given land in the community. Among other well-to-do settlers 
were, Jean Baptiste Bourquin, a former surgeon in Marlborough's army, 
Henry de Saussure, and Dr. Daniel Brabant.19 Colonel Jean Piene Purry 
was at Purrysburg in 1736 when Oglethorpe returned for the second time 
from London, for he visited Purry on his way to Ebenezer.20 Purry died 
soon after this in Purrysburg, and his son Charles took over his estate. 
In the meantime the Board of Trustees had sent Oglethorpe to found 
the city of Savannah in 1733. Governor Robert Johnson was very much 
interested in the founding of the new province of Georgia. He instructed 
William Bull to accompany Oglethorpe to assist him in planning the city. 
Another settlement of German Protestants from Saltzburg were to be 
placed as neighbors to Purrysburg. Since the expulsion of thousands of 
German Lutherans from the Catholic Archbishopric of Saltzburg, begin-
ning in December 1731 and continuing through 1733, there had been much 
talk of them in the press in Germany, England, and the Scandinavian coun-
tries.21 As they came out from Saltzburg the refugees were accepted by 
fellow religionists and helped on their way: Augsburg was one of the cities 
whose Lutheran clergy gave assistance to 8,000 during these months under 
the supervision of Senior Pastor Samuel Urlspeiger of the St. Anne 
Church.22 Frederick William I of Prussia welcomed 20,000 Saltzburgers 
to his provinces of East Prussia and Lithuania. His son, Frederick the Great, 
stated that it was his father's greatest deed.23 Others settled in various Pro-
testant communities in Germany, some in eastern Switzerland, others in 
Sweden, and Holland. George II of England, who was also Duke of Han~ 
over, was a Pietist Lutheran. It was his custom to have services in German 
11 Ibid., p. 202. 
10 Ibid. 
•• Boltzius and Gronau, op. cit., III, 734. 
"The London Magazine or Gentlemen's Intelligencer, London, April,- November, 
1732. Stockholimke Post Tidningar, February 14, 1732,. Translated from the Swedish by 
Florence Janson Sherri££. 
•• G. G. Cocking, V ollkommene Emigrations-geshichte . . • Saltzburgischen Emi-
granten, Leipzig and Frankfurt, 1734, pp. 300£. Translated from the German by Flor-
ence Janson Sherriff. · . 
.. Thomas Carlyle, Histor!J of Friedrich II, of Prussia, New, York, 1900, III, 33-50. 
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at St. James and at this time his two court-chaplains were Ziegenhagen and 
Butienter. Samuel Urlsperger had served for a short time as his court-
chaplain and had at that time become a member of the Society for the Prop-
agation of Christian Knowledge ( SPCK), a missionary society of the 
Anglican Church.24 He continued to represent it in Germany. Many col-
lections and free will offerings were made for the refugee Saltzburgers, 
and in England this money was given to the Society which sent some to 
Urlsperger for the relief of those coming through Augsburg. 
When the new colony of Georgia was established through the efforts 
of Oglethorpe and the Earl of Egmont for a philanthropic enterprise as 
well as a defense for South Carolina, persecuted Protestants from the con-
tinent25 went there as well as poor debtors from England. Pastor Urlsperger 
was therefore instructed to select a certain number of Saltzburger refugees 
who might be in Augsburg or its vicinity. It was only a small group of 
Saltzburger immigrants that were gathered together in Augsburg by Senior 
Urlsperger-43 men, women, and children. They began their journey to 
meet their boat, the Purrysburg, in England conducted by Baron Von Reck, 
the British commissioner, who had helped to conduct other groups to East 
Prussia. 26 With baggage and small children in wagons, they marched two 
and two singing their Lutheran songs as was customary until they reached 
the River Main, where they boarded a small river boat. At Frankfurt-am-
Main they disembarked and were taken to the Nuremberger Hotel, where 
they were entertained for several days by the Lutheran ministers of the 
town and the townspeople. Boarding a larger river boat they sailed down 
the Rhine to Rotterdam, to await transportation for England. 27 
Here they were met by the two ministers who were to be the• leaders 
on this journey. They were Johann Martin Boltzius and Israel Christian 
Gronau, former instructors in the Latin School at the University of Halle 
and the famous Orphanage at Glaucke, founded by the great Pietist, August 
Hermann Francke. They had also accompanied Saltzburger exiles to East 
Prussia. Samuel Urlsperger, a former student of Francke at Halle, had 
written to his son to select two capable and sincere young men from the 
student body to go to America with the Saltzburger colony. On their way 
to Rotterdam, they had stopped for ordination at Wemigerode. 28 The im-
.. Vergilius Ferm, The American Church of the Protestant Heritage, New York, 1953, 
pp. 53f. Frederick Saxe Rein, Das ge$amte augspurgische evangelische Ministerium, 
Augsburg, 1747; pp. 186-187. 
•• Samuel Urlsperger, "The Preparation,'' Urlsperger Tracts (Ausfuhrliche Nachrich-
ten von den Saltzburgischen Emigranten die sich in Amerika Niedergelassen haben), 
ed. Samuel Urlsperger, Halle, 1735, I, lf. 
•• Ibid., pp. 13f. 
91 Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
•• Boltzius and Gronau, op. cit., I, 39-45. 
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migrants sailed from Rotterdam on December 2, 1733, but because of 
storms did not reach Dover until December 21, 1733. Here they were re-
ceived by court-chaplain Butienter and Captain Coram, one of the Trustees 
of Georgia, who had been waiting for three weeks for them. The passengers 
were taken on shore to an inn, were fed well, and were introduced to the 
English immigrants that were sailing with them to Georgia. 29 
The royal court-chaplain Butienter had come to Dover to present to 
Boltzius a charter for the freedom of worship of the Evangelical Faith in 
the German language in Georgia.80 The charter was granted by the Board 
of Trustees. Butienter also brought a letter of instruction from the senior 
court-chaplain Ziegenhagen concerning the ritual to be used in the church 
in Georgia. Boltzius was also presented with cloth for the tailoring of the 
proper garments for the clergy and various things needed for the service, 
an altar cloth and a chalice.31 After the prayer-hour on December 24, 1733, 
Butienter instructed the clergy in the liturgy of the royal German court-
chapel in London and showed them how to conduct their services in an 
edifying manner. Boltzius was always very careful to follow these instruc-
tions in Savannah and at Ebenezer in the years to come. He kept careful 
record of his services in the J?iary that he sent to Senior Pastor Urlsperger 
for publication. 
Among various people who came to meet the Saltzburgers, was Colonel 
Purry on December 20, 1733. He told Boltzius that he had planted the 
colony of Purrysburg in South Carolina and would be neighbors to the 
Saltzburgers. It was then that he said that there was no minister in Purrys-
burg, and he hoped that Boltzius would visit them or that his people might 
go to Georgia to services.32 Purry also mentioned that the Saltzburgers 
would be traveling on his ship, the Purrysburg. 
The following day the Saltzburgers were naturalized as British subjects. 
Captain Coram, the captain of the Purrysburg, representing the Trustees 
of Georgia, and an English merchant conducted the proceedings. 33 Com-
missioner Von Reck spoke to the Saltzburgers in German, reminding them 
of all that had been done for them. When the Saltzburgers showed their 
willingness to be naturalized, the regulations were read to them in a Ger-
man translation. These regulations contained the promises of freedom and 
privileges as citizens as given to them by the Board of Trustees in their 
new land and also their duties. The Saltzburgers were then asked to sign 
the regulations. When they individually took the pen to sign their name, 
•• Ibid., pp. 48-51. 
80 Ibid., pp. 51-52. 
81 Ibid., III, 719, 734. 
82 Ibid., I, 53. 
11 Ibid., pp. 53-54. 
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they were asked if they intended to keep their oath. When they promised, 
the deputy shook their hands. 
On the clearing of the channel a few days after January 6, 1734, the 
Purrysburg sailed for Charles Town. It sailed south along the Bay of Bis-
cay, then west with the trade winds to the Bahamas, north with the Gulf 
stream, and reached its destination on March 7, 1734.3"' No pilot being at 
hand, the captain decided to go ashore in a shallop and invited Commis-
sioner Von Reck and Pastor Boltzius to accompany him. In Charles Town 
they met Oglethorpe who was waiting for a ship to take him to England. 
In the previous eight months he had laid the foundations of Savannah. 
The arrival of the Saltzburgers made Oglethorpe change his mind about 
departing, and he decided to return to Georgia and locate the Saltzburgers 
before his trip to England.3 G Pastor Boltzius could find no tailor in Charles 
Town to tailor his clerical suit. He enclosed a very interesting description 
of Charles Town in his Diary to Pastor Urlsperger: 
Charles Town not only looks well from the distance but it is properly but 
not costly built. It is not surrounded by a wall. What we noticed is listed 
as follows: 
1) Everything here is very expensive, except a few victuals. 
2) One has here paper money, upon which the value is printed in letters. 
If you give the people gold or silver, they will give you change in paper. 
This money is used all over .... 
3) All who wish to work, can earn their bread, but it is high. 
4) There are more Moors [Negroes] here than white people, who are 
engaged in work but are not Christians. . . . They bring whole ship 
loads from Africa to sell. . . . 
5) It is already hot although spring is just beginning .... The trees are 
leafing, and the gardens are full of cabbages, turnips, radishes, lettuce, 
and other garden vegetables. 
6) We met a German here who was very happy about our arrival, and 
who will travel to us for the Holy Communion. The printer, named 
Timotheus, is also German and is the editor of the local newspaper .... 
9) We were received by Oglethorpe with great friendliness, and dined 
with him at the Governor's with several other prominent men. Ogle-
thorpe related many good things about the Heathen [Indians], who 
will be our neighbors. • . . 
The Purrysburg reached Savannah on March 12, 1734, and the Diary 
continues:86 
We arrived about mid-night and all the inhabitants of Savannah were out 
to meet us. Savannah has been built this last year. The inhabitants wel-
.. Ibid., pp. 56£. 
81 Ibid., pp. 77£ • 
.. Ibid., pp. 82£. 
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corned us with cannon shot and a cry of joy ... upon which our crew and 
English passengers answered them in like manner. Some of us were imme-
diately taken off the boat. . . . The Saltzburgers who remained on the 
ship were given fresh meat .... We [the two pastors] were lodged in 
the manse of Rector Quincy, with the Commissioner, and Zwifler .... 
The 13th of March. A tent had been erected for our Saltzburgers, where 
they are to live until Oglethorpe returns from Charles Town .... 
The 14th of March. Last evening we sang for the first time on land in our 
prayer-hour in the local church. We may hold our services here as long 
as we remain. The inhabitants of Savannah also came out and showed 
themselves very devout. Also the Jews, of which there are here twelve 
families, came and listened respectfully. They understood some Ger-
man. . . . General Oglethorpe arrived here yesterday and received us and 
our Saltzburgers in a friendly manner. He will now make arrangements 
for the establishment of our settlement. . . . We ate dinner with him. . . . 
Mr. Jenys, the speaker of the South Carolina Assembly also arrived in 
Savannah on March 14, 1734, and accompanied Oglethorpe, Commissioner 
Von Reck, and some Indian scouts of the Yamacraw Indians to a site which 
was some 21 miles up the Savannah and ten miles up a tributary, named 
Ebenezer Creek.87 The nearest neighbors were an English settlement on 
Abercom Creek ten miles south of Ebenezer. The mouth of Abercom Creek 
was almost opposite Purrysburg. 
While Boltzius was still in Savannah, he decided to visit the Evangelical 
Lutherans in Purrysburg. He found three families of Germans there. They 
were very happy for the services that were held for them and promised to 
come to Ebenezer to church. They had had for a short time a French min-
isterial student of the Reformed Church in Purrysburg, but he had left the 
colony.38 While Von Reck, Zwifler, Pastor Gronau, and eight of the Saltz-
burger men went to Ebenezer to build a long house for the women and 
children and begin to prepare the settlement, Paastor Boltzius and the 
others remained in Savannah, but on April 7, 1734, they moved to Abercorn 
to remain until a road could be built from there to Ebenezer.89 
- On April 22, 1734, three men came to Abercorn from Purrysburg and 
asked Pastor Boltzius to return with them to administer the Holy Com-
munion to the Germans there. 40 He said he would come as soon as a boat 
could be sent for him. Boltzius commente~ on the fact that these people 
had many children whom they wished to send to Ebenezer to school when 
they could spare them from the farms and had enough to :finance their 
11 George Philipp Friederich von Reck, "Diary," Urlsperger Tracts (Ausfiihrliche 
Nachrichten von den Saltzburgischen Emigranten die sich in Amerika Niedergelassen 
haben), ed. Samuel Urlsperger, Halle, 1735, I, 84, n. 
•• Boltzius and Gronau, op. cit., p. 79. 
" Ibid., pp. 98£. 
•• Ibid., p. 108. 
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education. Early in May it was possible for the Saltzburgers to move to 
Ebenezer. On May 14, 1734, Commissioner Von Reck decided to return 
to Germany to pick up another group of Saltzbmgers. He planned to make 
a trip through . the English colonies and to sail from Boston to England, 
stopping in Holland to check on the Saltzburger colony there. Soon after 
the Saltzburgers were settled at Ebenezer they began to receive their mail 
at their village, for a riding post came every two weeks from Charles Town 
via Purrysburg and on to Savannah.41 
Boltzius decided to accompany Von Reck to Charles Town and ad-
minister communion there to Von Reck and some of the Evangelical Luth-
erans of the town. In Boltzius' Diary there is recorded for May 14, 1734, 
an account of Purrysburg.42 
The 14th of May. To-day we travelled to Purrysburg, where I wanted to 
make the acquaintance of several people who were very happy about our 
arrival in America, and also to purchase some wine for the Holy Com-
munion for some sick Saltzburgers in Abercorn. The town of Purrysburg is 
built on a bluff over the river. Since there are here many well-to-do people, 
it will undoubtedly become a fine town in a short time. The people work 
very industriously in their fields and gardens, and it is possible to purchase 
more fresh meat, eggs, and vegetables here than in Savannah. They are 
all very friendly, and one person asked us to return soon and administer 
the Holy Communion. . . . 
Boltzius and Von Reck arrived in Charles Town on May 22, 1734, only 
to find that Oglethorpe had sailed for England. They found the inn that 
had been recommended to them very friendly and of medium cost. The 
communion service in the inn on Sunday morning is considered the first 
Lutheran service held in Charles Town.4S 
The 24th of May. Since I was thinking of home, I busied myself to-day 
to purchase things for myself and for the Saltzurgers. Some Germans of 
the Evangelical Confession and Commissioner Von Reck asked me to give 
them the Holy Communion, since they had had a great longing for it for 
a long time. I therefore decided to stay over Sunday and prepare them 
for this important undertaking in God's Word. 
The 25th. Many prominent people showed us great courtesy and invited 
us here and there to dinner, but I excused myself. . . . To-day those 
who had asked us to administer the Holy Communion came so that I might 
talk to them about God's Word .... 
The 26th. My opportunity to return to Ebenezer by a quick trip came 
to-day, and I decided to depart. So I arranged to give the communion at 
5 o'clock in the morning in my room. We sang several songs, and then I 
laid on their hearts some practical truths from the Gospels for to-day. After 
" Ibid., p. 112. 
•• Ibid., p. 145. 
"Ibid., pp. 147-149. 
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the sermon we fell together on our knees and Commissioner Von Reck 
prayed to God in every ones name. . . . The absolution was given and 
the Holy Communion was held. . . . 
When Boltzius returned from Charles Town to Ebenezer, he decided to 
respond to the desire of the Evangelical Lutherans of Purrysburg to go 
there and administer the Holy Communion. He left on June 8, 1734, and 
stayed for a week. He baptized a child and gave communion to the Ger-
mans there. He was told that they could not have a German Evangelical 
pastor in Purrysburg until there were a hundred German families there. 
They wanted to send their children to Ebenezer to the school to study 
Christianity, reading, and writing, but this for the time being was impos-
sible for the lack of accommodations at Ebenezer. Later, many came.44 So 
Boltzius and Gronau became the German pastors for Purrysburg and Pastor 
Samuel Urlsperger continued to publish the Diaries of the Pastors for thirty 
years, until 1765. Purrysburg was, therefore, a part of the continuing story 
of what was happening in America. 
" Ibid., pp. 128-130. 
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THE REARMAMENT ISSUE IN THE BRITISH GENERAL 
ELECTION, 1935 
JOSEPH WIGHI'MAN 
It was perhaps inevitable that after World War II the thirties should be 
regarded as a fumbling, wasted era, the locust years wasted by the democ-
racies while their totalitarian enemies girded for war. The keynote was set 
by Winston Churchill, who called the struggle of 1939-1945 "the unneces-
sary war." "There can hardly ever have been," he affirmed, "a war more 
easy to prevent than this second annageddon."1 With longer historical per-
spective, it was equally inevitable that a reaction should set in against this 
simplified view. A. J.P. Taylor and others have argued that Hitler was not 
a sinister monster whose black schemes were already complete in 1933, but 
an empirical statesman who reacted to the course of events.2 
Whatever our interpretation of this decade, a key question was the prog-
ress of British rearmament. Did leaders like Ramsay MacDonald, Stanley 
Baldwin, and Neville Chamberlain do all that could reasonably have been 
done in the conditions of the period, or did they fail lamentably in their 
primary task of ensuring the security of the realm? The responsibility lies 
especially heavily on Baldwin, who was prime minister in November 1935, 
when the British people had their sole chance to weigh the momentous 
issue of the state of the national defenses. Was that issue placed firmly 
before the electorate? If not, then Baldwin must be judged as failing in 
his duty. 
Labour party sympathizers have persistently argued that Baldwin did 
not seek a mandate for rearmament in the 1935 election, and furthermore 
that the election was a fraudulent trick, in which the government pro-
fessed a faith in the collective security system, only to discard that system 
cynically a few weeks later in the Hoare-Laval pact.3 Doubts over the re-
armament issue were increased a year later, when on November 12, 1936, 
Baldwin made an ill-phrased speech in the House of Commons in which 
he sought to defend his timing in appealing to the electors in November 
1935, instead of earlier, when pacifist feeling was much stronger.4 Churchill 
wrote concerning this speech: "This was indeed appalling frankness. It 
carried naked truth about his motives into indecency. That a Prime 
Minister should avow that he had not done his duty in regard to nation-
al safety because he was afraid of losing the election was an incident 
1 Winston S. Churchill, The Gathering Storm, Boston, 1948, pp. iv, 41. 
• A. J. P. Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War, New York, 1962. 
• A. L. Rowse, Appeasement: A Study in Political Decline, 1933-1939, New York, 
1961, p. 23. 
'317 H. C. Deb. 5s., 1133-1151. 
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without parallel in our parliamentary history."5 Scholars more remote from 
the turmoil of politics have repeated the charges of negligence. Max Beloff 
declared: "Mr. Baldwin neither sought nor was granted a mandate for 
rearmament."6 Even sympathetic historians who can see virtues in Bald-
win's handling of home affairs still brand him as a failure in foreign policy 
and defense.7 A brief examination of the election of 1935 may help to show 
whether Baldwin deserves the practically unanimous condemnation of his 
management of national defense. · 
Baldwin first announced his intention of calling an election on Novem-
ber 14 in a speech in the Commons on October 23, 1935. He talked at length 
on the collective security system and declared: "There are risks for peace, 
and I say this deliberately, that while I am prepared to pursue that policy 
with all my h.eart and soul, I will not pursue it, and I will not be respon-
sible for the conduct of any Government in this country at this present time, 
if I am not given power to remedy the deficiencies which have accrued in 
our defences since the war."8 
Thus from the commencement of the campaign Parliament could have 
no doubt that defense was a leading issue. Two days later the Labour party 
issued its electoral manifesto and charged that the government: "Whilst 
paying lip-service to the League . . . is planning a vast and expensive 
rearmament programme which will only stimulate such programmes else-
where. This Government is a danger to the peace of the world and to the 
security of this country."9 The leading opposition party, then placed clearly 
before the people its hostility to the government's defense plans. When the 
government's manifesto appeared on October 27, it declared that Britain 
had to be ready to fulfl.ll her obligations within the League of Nations, 
and "the actual condition of our defence forces is not satisfactory." To 
reassure its supporters, however, the government's manifesto continued: 
"The defence programme will be strictly confined to what is required to 
make the country and the Empire safe and to fulfil our obligations under 
the League. All the world knows that Britain will never use her forces for 
any aggressive purpose."10 
This was certainly no trumpet call to arms, since the government did 
not and could not foresee dire trouble in October 1935. But it did clearly 
indicate a program of rearmament, a continuation of the process which had 
• Churchill, op. cit., pp. 216-217. 
• Cambridge Journal, II (1949), 237. 
• The Baldwin Age, ed. John Raymond, London, 1960, p. 65. 
• 305 H. C. Deb. 5s., 149-156. 
• Times, October 26, 1935, p. 17. All newspaper .dates that follow refer to the year 
1935. 
10 Ibid., October 28, p. 7. 
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begun with the first announcement of the strengthening of the Royal Air 
Force in July 1934. The language was careful and muted, but Baldwin had 
every reason to respect the strength of pacifist feeling, which had shown 
itself so dramatically two years before in the East Fulham by-election, and 
more recently in the spectacular results of the peace ballot, announced on 
June 27, 1935. We live in an age when we cheerfully spend millions for 
defense, and begrudge an extra few cents for welfare, but the emphasis 
was all the other way in the thirties. 
The contemporary press immediately diagnosed defense as a main issue 
in the coming election. The Daily Express listed rearmament as the leading 
theme, above foreign affairs and unemployment.11 In the Daily Herald the 
new Labour leader, Clement Attlee, accused the government of "trying to 
get a blank cheque for increased armaments by posing as the champion 
of peace."12 The liberal News Chronicle thought along very similar lines: 
''What this Government is trying to secure is a blank cheque which it will 
afterwards treacherously interpret as a mandate to pile up armaments at 
the cost of starving the social services."13 
Radio speeches played a very significant part in the campaign, and the 
British Broadcasting Corporation had carefully allocated time to the various 
parties. The government used Baldwin twice, since he was renowned for 
his skill in the use of this medium. He delivered the opening broadcast 
speech on October 25 and devoted most of his time to foreign affairs and 
defense. He argued that a foreign policy based on collective security in-
volved risks and readiness to use sanctions. A blockade would impose great 
obligations on the Royal Navy, and that service needed modernization. 
"Now we do not want, and no one will propose, huge forces in this coun-
try. . . . Modernization we do want." Baldwin went on to repeat the words 
he had used in the Commons two days before, that he would not be respon-
sible for the conduct of affairs without the power to remedy the deficiencies 
in the defense services. He appealed to his listeners: "I think you know me 
well enough now to know that I am no militarist and that you may safely 
trust me." He assured them that the government would not let "the neces-
sary strengthening of our defences" divert it from also improving social 
conditions.14 
The millions of listeners could have no doubt, therefore, that a vote for 
Baldwin implied support for a program of rearmament. Opposition speakers 
and journalists certainly reinforced the lesson for their own purposes. The 
Daily Herald alleged that the prime minister was seeking "to turn the Navy 
11 Daily Express, October 24, p. 12. 
10 Daily Herald, October 25, p. 12. 
18 News Chronicle, October 24, p. 10. 
"Times, October 26, p. 17. 
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into an electioneering asset. It is for the electors to show what they think 
of this unscrupulous trick.''15 The Manchester Guardian warned its readers: 
"It is only certain that the Government is asking for authority for a large 
and undefined programme and for an expenditure that is too large and 
undefined for mention.''16 Lord Snowden in an opposition broadcast warned 
that the burden of the government's rearmament plans would lie upon the 
taxpayer.11 
Three days after his radio speech, on October 28, Baldwin addressed a 
large meeting at Wolverhampton. His main themes again were foreign 
affairs and defense. Once more he repeated his pledge that he would accept 
the burden of government only if the defense services were modernized. 
The Labour party, he alleged, was trying to exploit the defense situation 
for electoral purposes. There was even a rumour that the government in-
tended to introduce conscription, which was completely untrue: "There 
has not been, there is not, and there will not be any question of huge arma-
ments or materially increased forces. What we do want and what we must 
have is to replace our pre-War construction of ships in the Navy by modem 
ships.''18 An article which he contributed to the Daily Mail on October 30 
took the same line, stating that the armed services must be restored, so as 
to "protect our shores against aggression" and enable the nation to take 
its part in enforcing collective security.19 
On October 31 Baldwin addressed the Peace Society in Guildhall, thus 
fulfilling a long-standing engagement which was not specifically part of his 
electoral campaign. This speech before a small group was not even reported 
in the popular press, and it had little impact on the election. It was, how-
ever, an example of Baldwin's oratory at its best, and it contained the 
pledge: "I give you my word that there will be no great armaments."20 
This phrase, plucked from its context, was often used later by Baldwin's 
critics. Churchill, writing in 1948, declared that: "In the light of the knowl-
edge which the Government had of strenuous German preparations, this 
was a singular promise.''lll 
For the remaining two weeks of the campaign tl1ere was a notable 
change in emphasis in Baldwin's strategy. In the first week foreign affairs 
and defense had been in the forefront of his speeches, but henceforth they 
were thrust into the background. Baldwin was a shrewd politician, and 
"Daily Herald, October 28, pp. 1, 10. 
10 Manchester Guardian, October 30, p. 10. 
11 Times, October 30, p. 8. 
1
• Ibid., October 29, p. 8. 
10 Daily Mail, October 30, p. 12. 
•• G. M. Young, Stanley Baldwin, London, 1952, pp. 213-216. 
" Churchill, op. cit., p. 180. 
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his instinct must have told him that rearmament was not a popular issue, 
although an essential one. He could feel justly that the issue had been well 
and truly laid before the electorate, and that he could in good conscience 
turn to more popular issues of economic and social betterment. Several 
years later Keith Feiling wrote: "On the choice of a battle standard, Cham-
berlain's wish to fight on defence had not prevailed against the advice of 
agents and officials."22 Rather there seems to have been a switch in the 
middle of the campaign. Baldwin lacked Chamberlain's administrative 
drive, but had more political flair, and be had good reason to believe that 
too vigorous a pursuit of the defense issue might lead to a Labour victory, 
which would be a disastrous setback to the task of rearmament. 
Addressing two mass meetings in Liverpool on November 4, Baldwin 
avoided the defense issue altogether, although he did refer briefly to the 
Abyssinian crisis.23 At Leeds on November 7 and again at Newcastle on 
November 12 he dealt fully with home affairs, touching only lightly on 
defense, and then in the most general terms. 24 In his final radio talk, on 
November 8, Baldwin did not mention rearmament.25 In an article in the 
Daily Telegraph on November 12, however, he reiterated the government's 
pledge to make good the deficiencies and stated: "I have pledged my word 
on a number of occasions that there shall be no great armaments built up 
in this country. The Government will undertake a programme planned 
only, so far as the defensive Services are concerned, to provide adequately 
for the country's safety."26 On the same day Baldwin issued a final brief 
appeal to the electorate, in which he stated that the government's policy 
was security at home and peace abroad, "spending not a penny more on 
our Defence Forces than is necessary for the safety of our people."27 
However, if Baldwin and the government had decided to de-emphasize 
the rearmament issue, opposition politicians and journalists certainly did 
not wish to ignore a theme which they judged so favorable to their cause. 
They persistently brought forward their view that a vote cast for the gov-
ernment implied a vote cast for rearmament, and they used almost hys-
terical language which revealed clearly how deep the currents of pacifism 
still ran. In a radio address on October 31, J. R. Clynes proclaimed: "We 
are going to have peace by millions of bayonets; peace by a strong Navy; 
peace by a greater air force; and having talked peace, with a background 
of gunpowder, we are asked to believe that all these units are assembled to 
"'Keith Felling, The Life of Neville Chamberlain, London, 1946, pp. 268-269. 
11 Times, November 5, p. 10. 
"'Ibid., November 8, p. 8; November 13, p. 6. 
"" Ibid., November 9, p. 17. 
,. Daily Telegraph, November 12, p. 12. 
"Ibid., November 13, p. 15. 
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be ready not to use them."28 A former First Lord of the Admiralty, A. V. 
Alexander, poured ridicule on Baldwin's proposition that the navy required 
modernization.29 Arthur Greenwood declared in a speech at Wakefield 
that a rearmament race "had already begun and Britain was well ahead." 
In a broadcast a few days later he alleged that "the Government's policy of 
unilateral rearmament was inconsistent with sincere support of League 
principles."30 Herbert Morrison took a similar view in speeches at North-
ampton and Whitechapel, and in a radio address of November 7, where 
he decried a "policy of competitive, swollen armaments."31 
The opposition press utilized the defense issue to the full in order to 
scare voters. The Daily H eraul prophesied an armaments boom, in which 
speculators on the stock exchange would make fortunes, and carried a huge 
headline on election eve: "Gigantic arms gamble if Tories win." The editor 
averred that "a Labour victory tomorrow is the only way of avoiding a new 
arms race and a gigantic expenditure on aramaments."32 On election day 
Attlee wrote in the Herald that the only positive feature of the government's 
policy was "its insistence on rearmament." The government, he charged, 
was asking for "a blank cheque-what I have called an undertaker's man-
date-for preparing for war."aa 
Liberal newspapers likewise exploited the issue. In the view of the 
Manchester Guardian, "rearmament in the sacred name of 'collective se-
curity' is one of the tragic ironies of our time which should provide some 
grim laughs a hundred years hence."34 Lloyd George, interviewed for the 
News Chronicle by A. J. Cummings, declared that it was necessary to vote 
against the government to thwart the Tory conspiracy ."to plunge this coun-
try into another race of armaments like that which landed us in the Great 
War. A great Tory victory would undoubtedly lead to a gigantic rearma-
ment programme.''35 The opposition, therefore, never relented in its presen-
tation of rearmament as one of the burning issues of the campaign. 
It may also be enlightening to examine briefly the part played in the 
election by Winston Churchill, whose considered judgment on Baldwin's 
victory in 1935 was: "Thus an administration more disastrous than any in 
our history saw all its errors and shortcomings acclaimed by the nation." 
Likewise in retrospect he scented a "changing temper" in the Labour party, 
offering the opportunity of a "true National Government."36 The foresight 
18 Times, November 1, p. 10. 
•• Daily Ilerald, November 1, p. 1. 
•• Times, November 1, p. 10; November 5, p. 18. 
81 Ibid., November 4, pp. 3, 18; November 8, p. 8. 
'"Daily Herald, November 13, pp. 1, 12. 
•• Ibid., November 14, p. 10. 
"Manchester Guardian, November 13, p. 10. 
11 News Chronicle, November 12, p. 1. 
•• Churchill, op. cit., pp. 175-180. 
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of 1935 appears to have been more muted than the hindsight of 1948. In 
late 1935, with the Government of India Act finally on the statute book, 
Churchill appeared eager to make his peace with the leaders of his party, 
and there were rumors that he might be offered the admiralty after the 
election. This was not, needless to say, the latter day Churchill-the war 
hero and elder statesman. He was intensely distrusted by the opposition. 
Greenwood called him "National Swashbuckler Number One,"37 while 
Attlee, appealing to the love of "soccer" of his Birmingham audience, said 
of the government: "They are recruiting a famous old player, one who has 
worn the jersey of nearly every team. Winston Churchill is on the transfer 
list. He will be in the team soon and then Great Britain will be in the 
armaments league.''ss 
Churchill, whose electioneering was mainly confined to his constituency, 
with a trip to Liverpool to support his son Randolph, for his own part 
hammered away at the Socialists. At Wanstead, he called the Labour lead-
ers callow and half-baked: "It would be a frightful disaster if these Social-
ists were returned.'' At Biggleswade he declared: "When a man comes along 
and in the same breath says 'Close the Suez Canal' and 'Cut down the 
British Fleet; I say these are the kind of remarks which would hardly be 
admitted in the more grievous wards of any county lunatic asylum.''39 
These were harsh words indeed for prospective partners in a "True Nation-
al Government." 
The election resulted in a comfortable victory for the National Govern-
ment, and this ·was widely hailed as a personal triumph for Baldwin, based 
on the trust of the· British electorate in his leadership. 4° Consistently there-
after Baldwin claimed a mandate for rearmament, and it appears difficult 
to deny this. The issue was quite clearly in the forefront of the campaign, 
even though the government for tactical reasons de-emphasized it in the 
latter part of the campaign. The politician's craft is to pursue the possible. 
Baldwin realized the increased storminess of the international outlook and 
the need for rearmament. He also knew that hasty action might ruin every-
thing. His political flair warned him that a democratic leader cannot get 
too far ahead of the people without forfeiting their confidence, and he felt 
that under the circumstances he could get more support for British rearma-
ment than could any other statesman. It may soberly be argued that his 
genial and unpartisan leadership made possible the preservation of national 
morale and the foundations of rearmament, the twin pillars that saved 
Great Britain from disaster in 1940. 
87 Times, November 5, p. 18. 
•• Daily Herald, November 6, p. 2. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA'S REACTION TO THE PHOTOPLAY, 
THE BIRTH OF A NATION 
JoHN HAMMOND MooRE 
Beginning in October 1915 when Spartanburg was the first community 
in this state to see the motion picture based on Thomas Dixon's Clansman, 
thousands of South Carolinians thrilled to the stirring scenes of The Birth 
of a Nation. Men who once wore gray uniforms, white sheets, and red 
shirts wept, yelled, whooped, cheered, and on one occasion even shot up 
the screen in a valiant effort to save Flora Cameron from her black pursuer. 
A carnival atmosphere reigned whenever this movie came to town. Special 
trains brought in throngs from outlying farms and villages. Some South 
Carolinians saw this epic over and over. At the end of his eleventh con-
secutive show, a Charleston man told the News & Courier he had enjoyed 
each one "immensely."1 Although few displayed such extreme devotion, an 
overwhelming majority of white citizens wholeheartedly endorsed The 
Birth of a Nation. Whenever it returned, as it would periodically until 1930, 
this precedent-breaking film was greeted by packed houses. 
This does not mean everyone approved of what they saw. Many ap-
plauded this technical triumph while rejecting its strident, racial message. 
Although few Negroes actually saw the movie in this state, it was not long 
before they knew the story it was telling. In December 1921 a man who 
grew up in Sharon-a small community near old Yorkville where much of 
the action in this movie takes place-recalls that he and his brothers and 
sisters were bundled into the family buckboard before daybreak. They 
drove to Rock Hill, saw this movie, and returned home after dark. Each 
child was cautioned not to tell where he had been or what he had seen for 
fear Negroes working their spacious farms might be offended. 
In the spring of 1923 The Birth of a Nation finally came to York's Star 
Theater. A gracious lady who had been among those taking a special train 
to Charlotte to see the movie eight years earlier flatly refused to let her 
children attend. Why? Because they were too young? No, because it was 
"just too horrible. . . . I was afraid it might upset their views on race 
relations." Ironically, in 1915 this was precisely why members 9f the 
NAACP and northern liberals tangled with policemen, threw eggs at the 
screen, and protested so vigorously that within a month of its debut some 
170 scenes were deleted. 
While South Carolina Negroes did not grasp the full impact of The 
Birth of a Nation when it first appeared here, from the outset some news-
papers in this state were restrained in their praise. Although promoters 
• Charleston News & Courier, January 29, 1916. 
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purchased column after column of advertising, free publicity of the sort 
such expenditures usually warrant is missing. Actually, this has little to do 
with the movie itself. It stems from a deep-seated antipathy to the Rev-
erend Thomas Dixon, Jr., author of The Clansman, The Leoparifs Spots, 
and an amazing variety of works attacking not only the Negro, but socialism 
and communism as well. 2 
The feud between Dixon and the South Carolina press-specifically the 
Gonzales-edited Columbia State-began in 1905, the year in which The 
Clansman appeared. In this novel and The Leopard's Spots, which was 
published in 1902, Dixon develops his controversial thesis: the Ku Klux 
Klan saved the South from the Negro, scalawag, and carpetbagger. By 
freeing the South from unjust rule, the Klan made it possible for the South 
to remain pure. And, to keep it pure, the Negro must now go back to Africa. 
Education of this "human donkey" would merely complicate the race 
problem.8 
As a result of these views, Dixon in June 1905 launched a bitter attack 
upon Robert Ogden, president of the Southern Education Board. 4 He 
accused Ogden, manager of Wanamaker's and benefactor of Hampton Insti-
tute, of being a "Negro lover" who walked about his Manhattan emporium 
with an arm draped around Booker T. Washington, the noted colored 
leader. As for the Southern Education Board, it was nothing but "an in-
sidious, dangerous movement against southern sentiment."5 Both the State 
and the News & Courier asked Dixon to prove his charges. Dixon accepted 
the challenge, but his reply was weak. 
To add fuel to the fire, in September, Dixon published an article in 
Collier's, "The Debt of the Law to the Lawless." Once more he presented 
his controversial thesis in a fashion difficult to misinterpret: "When Goth 
and Vandal overran Rome and blew out the light of ancient civilization, 
they never dreamed the leprous infamy of raising the black slave, a thick-
lipped, flat-nosed, spindle-shanked negro, to rule over his white master and 
• Dixon ( 1864-1946), a large, handsome forceful man, was a native of Shelby, 
N. C. He attended Wake Forest, Johns Hopkins, and Greensboro Law School before 
deciding to follow in his father:_s footsteps as a Baptist minister. After fifteen successful 
years in Boston and New York pulpits, he retired to write and lecture. Between 1902 
and 1939 he churned out twenty-three books, most of them dedicated to "racial purity." 
One of his most interesting efforts, The Inside Story of the Harding Tragedy, was 
written in collaboration with Harry M. Daugherty, Harding's attorney-general. 
• "The more you educate, the more impossible you make his position in democracy. 
Education! Can you change the colour of his skin, the kink of his hair, the bulge of 
his lips, the spread of his nose, or the beat of his heart, with a spelling book? The Negro 
is a human donkey." Thomas Dixon, Jr., The Leopard's Spots, New York, 1902, p. 460. 
• Ogden ( 1836-1913) was so active in behalf of southern education for both races 
that historians often speak of an "Ogden Movement" dwing the first decade of this 
century. 
• Columbia State ( afterwards The State), June 9, 1905. 
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I have tried to speak it in this play without one weak, lame, or halting 
word. . . . Every scene and incident of my story is founded on factl"9 
Reverend Dixon vowed he had sworn testimony to back up his claims 
and would give $1,000 to anyone who could disprove his "facts." Unfortu-
nately, several young-men-about-town hissed Dixon as he spoke. He in turn 
called them "scalawags." After the show they went to his hotel to demand 
an apology, but Dixon and his wife slipped out and caught a train to Savan-
nah. Since then, the Yorkville Enquirer noted a few days later, "tongues 
have been wagging!"10 
Actually, more than tongues were wagging. The telegraph wires be-
tween Columbia and Savannah were searing hot as Dixon and W. E. 
Gonzales of the State ripped into each other. Gonzales suggested that an 
impartial board investigate Dixon's "facts." Dixon agreed, recommending 
a twelve-man board from the American Historical Society. (The State con-
cluded he was thinking about the American Historical Association.) In 
addition, Dixon said, if his play was indecent-a charge which apparently 
had not been raised-let the Columbia chapter of the United Daughters of 
the Confederacy decide this matter. The State countered with its consistent 
charge that the play was historically inaccurate. Dixon evidently told the 
wire services Gonzales inspired the hissing incident. Gonzales asked Dixon 
to reply collect whether he had released such a tale. Dixon answered that 
he accused Gonzales of something much worse-circulating the story that 
he ( Dixon ) had said Gonzales inspired the affair. This exchange of tele-
grams ended with the editor calling the minister's statements "a cold lie."11 
Meanwhile, The ClaMman appeared in Charleston where the News & 
Courier summed up its thesis: "Hate the Negro; he is a beast; his intention 
is to rob and murder and pollute; he should be transported or annihi-
lated!"12 The Evening Post denounced posters featuring a Negro in chains 
about to be lynched for rape. Dixon is, the Evening Post concluded, "a man 
with a firebrand."13 
• Ibid., October 15, 1905. In his introduction to The Clansman Dixon wrote: "I have 
sought to preserve in this romance both the letter and the spirit of this remarkable 
period. The men who enact the drama of fierce revenge into which I have woven a 
double love story are historical characters. I have merely changed their names without 
taking a liberty with any essential historical fact." 
10 Yorkville Enquirer, October 20, 1905. 
11 The State, October 19, 1905. 
12 Quoted in The State, October 23, 1905. Two days later The State commented on 
these words of the News & Courier's reviewer, contrasting them with the paper's edi-
torial of the 20th which said those attacking The Clansman were merely creating a 
''bogey-man." The State noted that Ben Tillman defended the play in the Augusta 
Chronicle as an answer to Uncle Tom's Cabin. But, asked The State, does one lie de-
serve another? Also, The State emphasized that papers in Spartanburg, Anderson, 
Charleston, Sumter, Augusta, and Savannah supported its stand. 
18 Ibid. 
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As Dixon and his troupe moved on to Atlanta and more trouble, the 
Yorkville Enquirer termed Dixon's novel "sensational ... an idealistic 
story of Ku Klux times . . . interesting and very inaccurate as to facts and 
not altogether wholesome as to doctrine."14 The Enquirer thought both the 
play and the controversy it was creating would soon be forgotten. Late in 
October, however, this weekly announced it would soon begin publication 
of The Clansman in serial form. "Much of the story," the editor emphasized, 
"is based on events that actually occurred in York County.''115 
In Atlanta Dixon suddenly discovered a local man had inspired him to 
write The Clansman, an honor previously conferred upon Ben Tillman. 
The Atlanta Journal called the dispute with Gonzales merely a publicity 
stunt to create interest in a mediocre play. Meeting at Johnston, the South 
Carolina Women's Christian Temperance Union lashed out at alcohol and 
narcotics, and denounced "in unmeasured terms the unspeakable play, 
'The Clansman.' "16 On November 5, the State revealed its disagreement 
with Dixon was still very much alive. After summarizing the whole affair, 
Gonzales let his adversary have it with both barrels: 
It may be appropriate and dignified for a minister of the gospel, a 
shepherd of the flocks (God save the lambs!) and the self-chosen leader 
of the Southern people, to travel through the country and in speech and 
interview meet arguments by offers to wage $1000, by referring to op-
ponents as 'jay editors,' and by assuming that adverse critics are liars. 
That may be meet and proper for those of the Rev. Thomas Dixon calibre. 
The bigotry and egotism of the man, sharpened by intense hunger for 
money-making notoriety apparently render him incapable of comprehend-
ing that men may differ from him and still be honest and patriotic; that 
men may differ from him and still never have their minds polluted by 
thought of the low plans and conspiracies for his undoing with which he 
credits them; and that there are men who do not play to the galleries even 
for the worshipped dollars; that there are men having an inherent aversion 
to the mountebank and his ignoble methods.17 
A short time later this same newspaper gleefully headlined proof that 
Dixon was nothing but a "rampant, anti-South Republican" who had en-
dorsed McKinley and gold in 1896. And, it asked readers: "Is the South so 
poor in patriots that no less ignoble spokesman for Southern sentiment 
can be obtained? Is the South so poor in sense as to confide in the clatter 
of the showman and demagogue, double-faced and unscrupulous?"18 
"Yorkville Enquirer, October 20, 1905. 
•• Ibid., October 31, 1905. 
•• The State, October 30, 1905. 
17 Ibid., November 5, 1905. 
18 Ibid., November 11, 1905. 
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Early in 1906 The Clansman opened at New York's Liberty Theater, 
lasting only six weeks. It also had a brief run in Washington, where one 
reviewer concluded that if the topical drama has arrived theater goers must 
be prepared for plays about railroad rebates, graft, and tariffs. In October 
1906 the production was banned in Philadelphia after one noisy perform-
ance; and, in 1911-the same year in which Dixon tried unsuccessfully to 
film The Clansman-the city fathers of Orangebmg also refused to permit 
the play to be seen in their town. 
It is apparent that Dixon's activities in the early 1900's-his attack on 
Ogden, his inaccurate interpretation of South Carolina history, and his 
violent debate with Gonzales-did little to pave the way for the reception of 
The Birth of a Nation in this state. Actually, this remarkable motion pic-
ture was not his creation, but the brainchild of David Wark Griffith, the 
Kentucky-born son of a Confederate colonel, "Roaring Jake" Griffith. As a 
stage-struck youth Griffith saw The Clansman and was greatly impressed 
with its powerful message. 
From 1905 to 1914 Griffith lived in New York City where he became 
a prominent figure in the early film industry, turning out countless two-
reelers which he contemptuously dubbed "sausages." Then, early in 1914 
he began to talk with his cameraman, Billy Bitzer, about filming The Clans-
man on a huge scale. Bitzer was confused: "Griffith acted like here he had 
something worthwhile. . . . Personally I did not share the enthusiasm. 
I had read the book and figured out that a negro chasing a white girl was 
just another sausage after all, and how could you show it in the South?"19 
Nevertheless, throughout the spring of 1914 Griffith could talk of little 
else. He met with Dixon, discussed problems involved in filming his story, 
put together a script of sorts, and late in June set out for California accom-
panied by Bitzer and his camera. Fantastic as it may sound, only one cam-
era was used throughout the entire production. Shooting commenced on 
July 4 and lasted about two months. During these weeks Griffith and his 
cast faced many problems. Because of war clouds in Europe it was difficult 
to obtain horses, mules, and cotton. Although the script was at times non-
existent, some scenes were rehearsed twenty-two times before the camera 
rolled. In mid-summer Griffith ran out of money, and at that moment Dixon 
showed up demanding the $2,500 promised him. Griffith eventually talked 
the author into accepting 25% of the profits instead. This reluctant decision 
would make Dixon a millionaire for this would be the most successful film 
ever made.20 Meanwhile, Griffith's backers dug up $60,000, and The Birth 
10 Iris Barry, D. W. Griffith: American Film Master, New York, 1940, p . 21. 
•• No one knows just how much The Birth of a Nation actually grossed. Variety, 
January 9, 1963, estimated the total to be in excess of fifty millions. Gone with the Wind 
is second with 41.2 millions. 
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of a Nation was completed. In all, it cost $110,000, although advertisements 
and subsequent publicity would proclaim a figure of half a million. 
Despite many obstacles, Griffith had at least two advantages: a superb 
cameraman and a dedicated cast. For the first time audiences would see 
extensive close-ups, night shots, and panoramic scenes. The cast, although 
not well paid (Lillian Gish worked for only $35 per week), became infected 
with the director's enthusiasm. The idea of a twelve reel movie fired their 
imagination. 
During the fall months Griffith and Bitzer cut and spliced 140,000 feet 
of film into 12,000 feet of actual footage. The result was unveiled at Clune's 
auditorium in Los Angeles on February 8, 1915. That same day it was 
copyrighted in Washington as The Birth of a Nation. A short time later this 
original version, containing some 1,500 prints, was rushed to New York for 
a private showing to Dixon, the backers, and a group of very reluctant 
distributors. After all, they asked, who would pay two dollars to see a mere 
movie? Who would sit through twelve reels? However, the reaction, accord-
ing to Dixon's unreliable memory, was electrifying. As the lights came on, 
he recalls jumping to his feet and shouting that it was "the birth of a 
nation!"21 Hence, the name of this great epic. This, however, overlooks the 
copyright filed several days earlier.22 
Nevertheless, distributors remained sceptical. The movie was too long, 
too expensive, too controversial. Then, Reverend Dixon's flair for publicity 
came into play. He recalled that at Johns Hopkins he had known Woodrow 
Wilson. If the chief executive approved of this movie, how could others 
object? So, Dixon asked his old friend if he would like to see a movie. On 
February 18, the president, his cabinet, and a few guests saw The Birth 
of a Nation at the White House. The following day the Supreme Court and 
members of Congress viewed the film. Wilson was greatly impressed. "It 
was," he said, "like writing history with lightning!"23 As Griffith relied 
heavily upon Wilson's History of the American People for some scenes, his 
approval comes as no surprise. Actually only the last half of the movie is 
based on The Clansman. The first half is a patched-up, southern-oriented 
tale of how slavery came into being. 
On March 3, 1915, The Birth of a Nation opened at New York's Liberty 
Theater, the same place where The Clansman appeared nine years before. 
The movie, however, did much better, lasting forty-seven weeks. It was a 
11 Raymond A. Cook, "The Man Behind 'The Birth of a Nation,'" North Carolina 
Historical Review, XXXIX ( 1962), 528. Althou~h interesting, this article relies much 
too heavily upon Dixon's unpublished memoirs, 'Southern Horizons." 
•• In fact, to guard against possible infringements of their rights, the producers also 
copyrighted the movie as The Birth of the Nation. 
11 Homer Croy, Star Maker: The Story of D. W. Griffith, New York, 1959, p. 103. 
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tremendous success, but stirred up a violent controversy. Hundreds rioted 
in Boston, and irate patrons in other cities "egged" the screen, usually as 
Gus was chasing Flora Cameron. Early in April Dixon and Griffith were 
summoned to the office of New York's mayor where they met with two 
influential Negro leaders. Under pressure they agreed to delete some 170 
prints from the film. Nevertheless, some critics were not satisfied. The 
NAACP threatened to produce its "answer" to 1'he Birth of a Nation-
"Lincoln's Dream." It appears to have been just that, a dream. There is no 
indication that such a film was ever made. 
Most northern reviews, while lavish in praise of this technical triumph, 
branded the tale as a false, distorted appeal to race hatred. Outlook said: 
"Mr. Dixon has a 'single track mind' and that track leads only through a 
very unpleasant country. He is a partisan, and a dangerous one. He can 
see questions only in broad splotches of black and white. He knows but 
one side of southern life, the sex problem of Aryan and Negro. The evil in 
The Birth of a Nation lies in the fact that the play is both a denial of the 
power of development within a free Negro and an exaltation of race war.''24 
By autumn eight copies were being shown throughout the nation, and 
one of these opened a three-day run in Spartanburg's Harris Theater on 
October 21. 211 The Spartanburg Herald hailed it as "the most remarkable 
moving picture ever thrown on the screen." The audience was "almost 
hysterical." Yet, the reviewer found nothing objectionable. True, several 
scenes might be called "sensational," but certainly not "harmful." The 
Herald saw Griffith's epic as a "plea for universal peace."26 
Three weeks later the controversial motion picture came to Charlotte, 
North Carolina. Several hundred York citizens went by special train to see 
what Dixon, a frequent visitor in their midst, had created. Some who at-
tended recall only how exhausted they were when they returned at 4 a.m.; 
others remember the brilliant music. For, during its first circuit about the 
nation, Griffith's extravaganza had an orchestra of some thirty pieces, a 
score of people to manage sound effects, its own projection machine and 
screen-in all, two carloads of equipment accompanied The Birth of a 
Nation. It was, in fact, a mixture of stage production and motion picture. 
•• Outlook, April 14, 1915, p. 854. The New York Times, March 4, 1915, said the 
film based on Dixon's "melodramatic and inflammatory" material was "an elaborate new 
motion picture taken on an ambitious scale." Reviews can also be found in Literary 
Digest, March 19, 1915, Survey, April 3, 1915, Current Opinion, April 1915, and Every-
body's, June 1915. 
•• A half-page advertisement in the Herald, October 16, 1915, exhorted all to see 
"whole ~ages tom from history and re-enacted before your eyes" and listed these 
scenes: 'Petersburg, Lee in Action, Burning of Atlanta, Death of Lincoln, Rise of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Coming of the Prince of Peace!" 
•• Spartanburg Herald, October 22, 1915. In an attempt to capitalize on the peace 
sentiment of these years some promoters billed this movie as a "peace allegory." 
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After all, you had to give folks something 'extra special' for their two dol-
lars! Like the Spartanburg Herald, the Charlotte Observer found no basis 
for northern criticism. Commenting editorially on Flora's efforts to elude 
Gus, the Observer noted: "One scene is devoted with h·emendous realism 
to the ever-living terror of The Menace. 0, Heart of the South! And, even 
that scene does not depict the full agony!"27 
On October 24 The Birth of a Nation opened in Columbia. Its arrival 
was heralded by a ten-day advertising campaign which never mentions the 
setting of this epic. In fact, references to South Carolina in advertisements 
appearing throughout this state are rare. This, coupled with wide-spread 
endorsements by local historians, indicates promoters were fully conscious 
of Dixon's troubles here ten years before. D. D. Wallace of the Wofford 
College faculty called the movie "stupendous." He said anyone who lived 
through war and reconstruction would understand those years better after 
seeing The Birth of a Nation. "Yes, there are some horrible things in it; 
but there are some horrible things in life, and I don't know that we are 
going to get rid of them by pretending that they are not there. Taken all 
in all, it is something that no American, certainly no Southern man or 
woman can afford not to see. I took the whole family except the baby, and 
if it comes along after she's big enough, I'll take her, too."28 J. A. Tillinghast 
of Converse College saw the movie twice when it appeared in Spartanburg 
and concluded that Griffith had done a great service by showing the horrors 
of war. 
Late in January 1916 The Birth of a Nation played a week-long engage-
ment at Charleston's Academy of Music. The News & Courier agreed it 
was a "remarkable picture" and essentially true. Perhaps the mobs of Klans-
men were a bit large. But, this newspaper asked, "Will it do any good?" 
The editor was not sure. "The people of this section scarcely need the en-
lightenment which this photoplay has undoubtedly helped bring many 
people of the North."20 
During April, May, and June The Birth of a Nation appeared in nu-
merous South Carolina communities, among them Orangeburg, Sumter, 
Darlington, Anderson, Chester, and Rock Hill. The pattern in each was the 
same: huge advertisements, reduced railroad rates, exhortations to read the 
book and see the movie. The Orangeburg Times-Democrat said that the 
movie's message was certainly plain and should be clear to any man who 
attempts to put the Negro into politics. "It is a great motion picture drama. 
As a work of art it stands preeininent in its field, but as a historical treat-
., Charlotte Observer, November 18, 1915. 
•• The State, November 14, 1915. 
11 Charleston News & Courier, January 25, 1916. 
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ment of Reconstruction, and as the message of the South to the world then, 
and now, it has even a greater value."30 
The Anderson Intelligencer, one of the few South Carolina newspapers 
to give the movie extensive free publicity and relate it to the Piedmont 
region, had-thi.s to report: 
A hush of expectancy swept across the vast audience as the curtains rose 
and the orchestra began to play a tune that harmonized with the opening 
scene. . . . In many parts of the theatre women were seen to weep and 
even the men repeatedly wiped their eyes and blew their noses like trum-
pets to hide their real feelings. . . . Before the picture ends, when the 
spectator has enjoyed nearly three hours of mingled emotions-happiness 
and sorrow-a feeling of repugnance to war creeps into the breast and 
when the Civil War comes to a close and the South's freed of carpetbaggers 
and evil Negroes, there goes up a shout of approval from every side, and 
one leaves the theatre in a happy frame of mind.31 
The Opera House in Chester received mail orders from over fifty miles 
away, and the Chester Semi-Weekly News had high praise: ''To say that 
it exceeded all expectations for grandeur, thrills, and throbbing heart inter-
est would be expressing it mildly. To dwellers of Carolina it falls little short 
of being a sacred epic in film and music and should be seen by every 
person in Chester County."s2 
In Rock Hill there was the same circus-like atmosphere. The movie was 
scheduled to play three days, but remained for five. A local resident who 
as a youth sat through every showing recalls the difficulties faced by the 
troupe. Friedheim's Opera House was really nothing but a dance hall. 
Wiring was faulty, windows had to be darkened, seats provided. The reac-
tion of the traveling group was one of deep despair. One member turned 
to a local resident and asked: "Goshi Is this where you raise kittens?" 
Five years later when the movie returned to South Carolina for a second 
time it showed at regular movie houses for about half as much. Top price 
was $1.00.33 In 1923 when it finally reached York-the community Dixon 
tried to re-create in The Clansman-tickets were only fifty cents. Through-
out the twenties The Birth of a Nation continued to appear throughout 
the South, frequently with the solid endorsement of the local Klan. One 
of the bizarre by-products of Griffith's extravaganza was a re-kindling of 
80 Orangeburg Times-Democrat, April 6, 1916. 
•
1 Anderson Daily Intelligencer, May 23, 1916. Over five hundred people crune from 
Walhalla alone to see this spectacle which the Intelligencer dubbed "three hours of 
cheers and tears." 
•• Chester Semi-Weekly News, May 26, 1916. 
•• Advertisements in both Chester and Rock Hill emphasize this film is now "an 
American institution." 
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interest in the Ku Klux Klan. This interest did not, however, extend to 
South Carolina. The revived Klan got little support in this state. 34 
What.was South Carolina's reaction to The Birth of a Nation? Clearly 
it was one of almost :unanimous approval,unrestrained and enthusiastically 
so in most regions. Yet, there are indications that the major newspapers in 
this state, still somewhat irked by Dixon's flamboyant personality, withheld 
all-out endorsement. The advertising campaigns · reveal an . awareness of 
this anti-Dixon sentiment. His name is played down, there are few refer-
ences to the movie's South Carolina setting, and endorsements of local his-
torians are prominently featured-endorsements which presumably would 
dilute or erase haunting memories of Dixon's "historical license." And, 
although difficult to substantiate, it is apparent South Carolina Negroes 
soon learned about the message The Birth of a Nation was spreading. 
This epic evidently found its most devoted fans among the Thomas 
Dixon-David Griffith age group-that is, those too young to remember the 
horrors of war and Reconstruction but young enough to support Ben Till-
man and his avowed policy of white supremacy. For these folks and thou-
sands of youngsters strongly indoctrinated in the Confederate tradition 
this was an unparalleled emotional experience. It was Christmas morning, 
circus day, and victory for the home team over its arch rival all rolled into 
one. A Rock Hill resident compares the impact to that of John Glenn's space 
flight. People could talk of little else. The daily business routine was for-
gotten. A lady in York, laughing as she recalled the exhausting train trip 
to Charlotte in 1915, exclaimed: "You know, it was the biggest thing ever 
to hit this town ... up to that time, that isl" Perhaps this best sums up 
South Carolina's reaction to The Birth of a Nation. It was truly a memorable 
event. And, if not "the biggest thing to hit town," The Birth af' a Nation 
certainly looms large in the memory of all who saw it.311 
"'See Arnold S. Rice, The Ku Klux Klan in American Politics, Washington, 1962, 
pp. 44-45. Also, the New York Times, November 19, 1923, has an excellent analysis of 
Klan strength in this state. 
•• In addition to sources cited, I would like to thank the following individuals for 
their help: Mrs. Natalie Robertson, Dudley Sturgis, Robert Bryant, and Clark W. 
Adickes, Sr., all of Rock Hill; W. R. Bradford, Jr., Fort Mill; Dr. John F. Rainey, An-
derson; Julian Starr, Jr., Lancaster; Mrs. Ellen Johnsey, Mrs. Mozelle Stanton, and 
Mrs. Blanche Lindsay, all of York; and R. E. Aitken of Waukesha, Wisconsin (Mr. Ait-
ken and his brother financed The Birth of a Nation) . . 
CONSTITUTION 
I 
The name of this organization shall be The South Carolina Historical Asso-
ciation. 
II 
The objects of the Association shall be to promote historical studies in the 
State of South Carolina; to bring about a closer relationship among persons living 
in this State who are interested in history; and to encourage the preservation of 
historical records. 
III 
Any person approved by the executive committee may become a member 
by paying $4.00 and after the first year may continue a member by paying an 
annual fee of $4.00. 
IV 
The officers shall be a president, a vice-president, and a secretary and treas-
urer who shall be elected by ballot at each regular annual meeting. A list of nom-
inations shall be presented by the executive committee, but nominations from 
the floor may be made. The officers shall have the duties and perform the func-
tions customarily attached to their respective offices with such others as may from 
time to time be prescribed. 
V 
There shall be an executive committee made up of the officers and of two 
other members elected by ballot for a term of three years; at the first election, 
however, one shall be elected for two years. Vacancies shall be filled by election 
in the same manner at the annual meeting following their occurrence. Until such 
time they shall be filled by appointment by the president. The duties of the ex-
ecutive committee shall be to fix the date and place of the annual meeting, to 
attend to the publication of the proceedings of the Association, to prepare a 
program for the annual meeting, to prepare a list of nominations for the officers 
of the Association as provided in Article IV, and such other duties as may be 
from time to time assigned to them by the Association. There shall be such other 
committees as the president may appoint, or be instructed to appoint, by resolu-
tion of the Association. 
VI 
There shall be an annual meeting of the Association at the time and place 
appointed by the executive committee. 
VII 
A. The Association shall publish annually its proceedings to be known as 
The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association. It shall contain the 
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minutes of the annual meeting together with such papers and documents selected 
by the executive committee as may be published without incurring a deficit. Each 
fifth year, beginning in 1956, the Proceedings shall include a copy of the consti-
tution and by-laws of the Association. 
B. All papers read at the annual meeting shall become the property of the 
Association except as otherwise may be provided by the executive committee. 
C. The executive committee shall annually elect an editor of the Proceedings. 
He shall have authority to appoint an associate editor and shall be a member of 
the executive committee, but without vote. 
VIII 
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members pres-
ent at the annual business meeting. 
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